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Before you begin anything, it is important for one to know their identity. Those who have 
the identity of the evangelists must conquer the spiritual authority first. They must never give up or 
be discouraged in the hardships that they face. There is no way one will succeed in evangelism if 
they do not continue it. Those who know, enjoy, and relay the Gospel will be attached to disciples. 
God will lead the circumstances and environments.  
 

1. The church’s evangelism goal  
1) Biblical evangelism strategy - Gospel, prayer and centered on disciples  
2) Relay to America and Latin America - Antioch church - 100 mission team and 100 

churches  
3) Continuation must take place in or out of season - Remnant disciples  
4) Change the stream of America and Latin America - 237  

 
 
 

2. The evangelists fundamental  
1) 1 : Evangelism is for God - The Word and wisdom of God  
2) 2 : The cross of Jesus Christ - To be centered on the covenant and the blood  
3) 4 : The Holy Spirit was revealed and the power was upon them  
4) 5 : God’s disciples - My disciples  

 
 
 

3. True evangelists  
1) 12 : The ones who know it is by Grace - Those who possesses it - The one who relays 

it 
2) 15 : Those who are faithful - The one who possesses the spiritual eyes  
3) 16 : The one who connects with God - The one who is not blocked by anything in their 

life - The one who conquers all  
4) It all begins by raising the altar of the covenant - The prayer that confesses the 

covenant  
 
 
 

4. Conclusion  
1) Those who see it will do it. Moses first saw it. He received the Word.   
2) For you to do your best is secondary. You must first accurately come to know of it.  
3) There is the stream of the Word. If you continue to follow the message, then you will 

be in the stream of the Word.  


